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i CAMPUS / A little help talking to the opposite sex. / 3 
FEATURES / Gettin' enough sleep? 
Lucky Dog! 15 
SPORTS / Hey batter, hey batter, sa-
wing!/7 
Volume 107, Number 20 
Hope College, Holland, Michigan 
Defendent found not 
guilty in mock trial 
Serving the Hope Community for 107 Years March 9,1994 
by Mary Lane 
staff reporter 
"All rise. The honorable Susan 
Jonas presiding. Thank you, please 
be sealed." 
This is what 240 Hope students 
and community members heard as 
Ihey gathered to the Maas Audito-
rium last night to view the trial of 
People v. Stevens. The trial was 
based on a mock trail which was 
presented at Mankato State Univer-
sity in 1987 and re-enacted by indi-
viduals in the Holland community 
and Hope students, sponsored by 
C.A.A.R.E . (Campus Assault 
Awareness Response and Educa-
tion). 
The 11 jurors, chosen randomly 
by event coordinator Rich 
Kamasinski ('94) and sworn in by 
Hon. Jonas of the Ottawa County 
District Court, entertained opening 
statements from both the Ottawa 
County Prosecutor Ronald Franz and 
Ottawa County Defense Attorney 
Mitch Nelson before getting to the 
meat of the trial, which began with 
the testimony of Lis Satler (por-
trayed by C.A.A.R.E. educator Liz 
Reynolds (*96)), the victim. 
She testified that after consum-
ing a number of alcoholic beverages 
at various bars in the Holland area, 
she met Nick Stevens (portrayed by 
C.A.A.R.E. educator Nick Drzal 
C94)) at Parrots. According to Sailer, 
the two danced, flirted and agreed to 
go to a concert together the next day. 
Satler then testified that she went 
home, leaving her apartment un-
locked for her roommate. She later 
awoke to find a strange man in her 
room who then forced her to have 
sex with him, bruising her right arm 
and almost forcing her to black out 
by trying to suffocate her with a 
pillow. He then left saying "you 
liked that didn't you, HI be back for 
more." 
Testifying on behalf of the pros-
ecution were Hope College Public 
Safety Officer Kalhy Ransom, 
Emergency Room Physician Dr. 
Michelle Johnson (played by 
Michelle Schoon, Hospice Nurse & 
Hope Staff Member), and Sarah 
Rezak (C.A.A.R.E. Educator Sarah 
Harrison (k95)), who testified that 
Stevens once tried to rape her. 
Then, the defense began to plead 
their case. Stevens was called to the 
stand, where he testified that Sailer 
was coming on to him throughout 
the night, writing suggestively on a 
match book and her name and num-
ber on a napkin. The defendant also 
stated that the victim invited him 
over to her apartment that night and, 
after hesitating a bit, he walked over 
to find her waiting for him. He then 
said the two had passionate sex will-
ingly and the victim kicked him out, 
worried that her roommate would 
be home soon. 
After cross examination, John 
Shultz (C.A.A.R.E. Educator John 
Jobson ('95)) testified about what 
Stevens said after he came home. 
Then the v ic t im 's neighbor 
(C.A.A.R.E. Educator Tara 
Slollenmaier (*96)) and a character 
witness Dean Kreps testified. 
After two and a half hours of 
testimony the jury heard the attor-
neys' closing arguments and then 
left the room for 30 minutes. The 
main point of debate was whether or 
not personal injury had occurred. 
They couldn' t find evidence beyond 
a shadow of a doubt that the three 
bruises found on the victim's arm 
did occur as a result of rape. As a 
result, the jury, due to time con-
straints, issued a not guilty verdict. 
After returning to the courtroom the 
jurors were polled. One juror felt 
See TRIAL page 3 
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Frost talks 'gangs' with Congress 
by Julie Blair 
campus editor 
After discouraging the use of the 
word "gang" in relation to group 
violence occurring on the perimeter 
of campus and in the greater Hol-
land area, the Hope College admin-
istration acknowledged gang activ-
ity as a threat to student safety dur-
ing an informative meeting with 
Dean of Students Richard Frost and 
Student Congress last Thursday. 
In response to a question submit-
ted by President Eric K. Foster, Frost 
stated he does not hesitate to call 
groups in Holland "gangs." Prior to 
the meeting, many administrators 
Student distributes free condoms 
by Jodi McFarland 
staff reporter 
When David Misner read the 
article "The free killer condom" 
by Feler Bose in the March 2 An-
chor, he strongly disagreed with 
the statements it made, yet didn't 
choose to write a letter to the edi-
tor. Misner took action. 
Misner, a former student who 
is finishing credits to graduate this 
May, went to Target and bought 
two cases of condoms, and with 
the help of some friends, began to 
distribute them himself. 
"I could have written him 
[Bose] a really snippy letter. 
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but that's not doing anything," 
Misner said. "I offered him a 
condom. I thought that was the most 
appropriate response to his article." 
Misner has strong views about 
the free distribution of condoms by 
the health clinic, a practice which is 
presently not in effect but recently 
has been a topic of debate for mem-
bers of Student Congress. 
"We're planning on conducting 
a survey because this is a very polar 
issue," said Student Congress repre-
sentative Kori Foster ('96). How-
ever, whether the results of that sur-
vey will inf luence President 
Jacobson remains to be seen. 
"I don't approve," Jacobson said. 
"I don't think it's a good idea at all." 
Misner asked friends if 
would be will-
ing to wear a 
badgesay-
ing "ASK 
MEFOR A 
F R E E 
C O N D O M , " 
as they went 
about their daily 
routines, and when 
six said yes, he in-
vested $25 and be-
gan to hand them out 
with their help. 
"In the first few days we got a 
lot of response," said Jennifer 
Krbez ('97), who helped to make 
the badges and has a similar sign 
on her dorm room door. She plans 
to continue distributing as long as 
they have the supplies. 
Richard Weld ('94) is also will-
ing to give condoms to those who 
choose to ask. "They should be 
available whether or not the Health 
Clinic provides them," Weld said. 
Misner is serious about his con-
cern and stance on the condom 
question. "People I know have died 
from AIDS. People 1 know are 
HIV positive," Misner said, ex-
plaining that the passing out of 
condoms could possibly save lives. 
The local Red Cross has do-
nated to Misner thick stacks of two 
informational pamphlets about 
HIV and AIDS, which he will give 
along with the condoms to stu-
dents; he also has plans to take the 
Red Cross AIDS educator class 
next time it is offered. 
"I'm not sure how much of an 
activist I'll become, but if there's 
ever anything that the Red Cross is 
See CONDOM page 
hesitated to categorize the groups as "It is also the responsibility of 
sue h for fear the term would misrep- students to take care of one another," 
resent the problem. Frost went on to Frost said. "It is the role of the 
clarify, however, that none of the students to say what is and is not 
violent incidents in the past few acceptable around campus." 
months in the 14th St. area have Discourage behaviors that could 
involved gangs. attract problems by making sure the 
"There are serious issues that we areas surrounding of f -campus 
as a campus need to face as a com- houses are kept tidy. Frost contin-
munity. Frost said. "I m willing to ued. Get to know your neighbors 
say there are gangs in the area but and use your sensibilities. 
they are nowhere as organized as in "Relatively speaking we have a 
a big metropolitan area." safe campus," Frost said. "Overall 1 
Frost emphasized the need to alert am comfortable saying that we are 
Public Safety to any problems or doing well." 
suspicious behavior as soon as pos- During the question and answer 
sible and vocalize concerns to Con-
gress representatives. See GANG page 8 
Model UN begins Thursday 
by Julie Blair 
campus editor 
Nine hundred and fifty high 
school students from 34 schools 
across Michigan will debate some 
of the world's most hotly contended 
issues at the 22nd Annual Model 
United Nations conference facili-
tated by Hope College political sci-
ence students Thursday and Friday. 
Booked as one of the top four 
programs in the nation, the confer-
ence illuminates textbook teachings 
through role play, as high school 
students take the perspective of for-
eign countries while exploring the 
current issues set before the United 
Nations. 
Structured like the real-life UN 
in New York City, Model UN in-
cludes the four branches of the orga-
nization containing a General As-
sembly, Security Council, Economic 
and Social Commiss ions 
(ECOSOC) and the International 
Court of Justice (ICJ). The General 
Assembly has been divided into two 
divisions, Introductory for those with 
little experience and Advanced for 
those who have participated before. 
Topics up for discussion range 
from financing the rebuilding of 
Palestine to world refugees to the 
Angolan Civil War. During weeks 
leading up to the conference, politi-
cal science students taking the Model 
UN course for three credits re-
searched their topic in-depth and 
kept current on the ever-changing 
affairs. After researching, each wrote 
an 18-20 page paper covering the 
previous involvement of the UN in 
the issue, possible outcomes and 
other details. The three hour stu-
dents will present their papers dur-
ing the opening sessions and act as a 
reference during the conference. 
"Some of the issues that were not 
big at the time we planned the con-
ference suddenly bloomed over night 
and are now very current," said Sec-
retary General Craig Monette (*95). 
"There is potential to resolve the 
issues presented." 
But just in case things aren't in-
teresting enough, the control del-
egate of the Security Council repre-
senting an absent country, can throw 
a curve ball, such as spontaneously 
announcing the purchase of nuclear 
arms by a formerly non-nuclear 
country. 
Participants from the Holland 
community and campus will act as 
judges awarding trophies after the 
See UN page 8 
Rob Harrison 
Impressions 
EWS OF INTEREST 
There has been a spate of 
argument recently over whether 
America is a Christian nation. 
The issue flared up again during 
the dispute over the Mississippi 
high-school principal who was 
fired after allowing students to 
read a prayer over the school 
intercom. In declaring his support 
for the principal, Mississippi 
Governor Kirk Fordice insisted 
that America is a Christian nation. 
His statement drew fire from all 
comers of the country; many 
commentators were aghast that 
anyone could suggest such a thing. 
They responded as strongly as 
they did because Fordice's 
statement represents a clear threat 
to thqir view of the world. The 
intellectual and cultural elite of 
this country, its reporters, editori-
alists, network news producers, 
actors, directors, movie producers, 
and others, are overwhelmingly 
liberal and anti-Christian. To call 
America a Christian nation is to 
call into question their entire 
vision of what it should be. If we 
are, as the Supreme Court once 
declared, a Christian people, then 
that suggests that Christianity 
should be a major factor in the 
decision-making of our govern-
ment, which would be a revolu-
tionary change. 
Is America a Christian nation? 
That depends on your criteria. 
If we judge this country by 
statistical evidence, the answer is 
clearly "Yes." I have seen one 
Gallup Poll that declared that 90% 
of Americans consider themselves 
Christian. It seems high to me, 
but there are other numbers. 
Another Gallup Poll found well 
over half of all Americans 
reporting a "bom-again experi-
ence." Other polls produce 
similar data. 1 am generally 
skeptical about polls, but when all 
of them agree, I start to figure that 
maybe they are telling the truth. 
The evidence seems clear that a 
significant majority of Americans 
consider themselves Christian. 
Others, especially among 
evangelicals, object that this does 
not make us a Christian nation. 
They argue that people have many 
reasons for calling themselves 
Christian, reasons which may or 
may not have anything to do with 
the substance of Christian faith. 
They point to the clearly u n -
christian character of American 
culture, both popular and intellec-
tual, as evidence that this country 
is not truly Christian. They also 
note that many who consider 
themselves Christian are members 
of organizations which are not part 
of orthodox Christianity. 
These are all valid arguments; 
it seems clear that America does 
not evince a truly Christian 
worldview. Practically speaking, 
however, that is not the point at 
issue. While the spiritual status of 
the people of this country is of 
critical importance, it does not 
particularly interest the govern-
ment. The government is far more 
concerned about the temporal 
status of its citizens. If a majority 
of Americans consider themselves 
Christian and have affiliated 
themselves with Christianity, this 
is a fact which should weigh 
heavily in policy calculations. 
Others argue that America is 
not a Christian nation because it 
has citizens who claim other 
religions as their own. According 
to these people, the fact that this 
country has citizens within 
Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, 
Hinduism, and other religions 
means that it cannot be a Christian 
nation. This argument's problem 
is that "Christian nation" does not 
mean "nation with nothing but 
Christians." This country also has 
numerous people within it who do 
not speak English, or do so poorly, 
but it is still considered an 
English-speaking nation. Such 
labels are not exclusive but 
general statements. 
So what does this mean? It 
seems to me that it gives Chris-
tians the right to stand up for 
public expressions of their beliefs. 
It means that Christianity should 
be allowed a place in the Ameri-
can public square, that its current 
banishment is not in line with the 
character of the nation. In short, it 
provides a strong argument that 
the rules, both official and 
unofficial, which currently govern 
expressions of Christian belief 
should be changed. 
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The members of the Arcadian Fraternity would like to welcome and extend congratu-
lations to the Pledge Class of 1993-94. As the newest Arcadians of Hope College, we 
share with you the feeling of pride and sense of accomplishment gained in your two-
week long pursuit of the ultimate goal of Arcadian: Service, Love, and Wisdom. 
Jim Butz Peter Liechty 
Colin Connaire Evan Llewellyn 
Jesse Crotty Mark Montpetit 
Jim Dobbins Chad Nelson 
Tim Dimock Vi Phothisan 
Bill Dreyer Andy Pierce 
Chad Gifford Steve Sanders 
Matt Herriman Eric Seiler 
Jeremy Hogue Mike Spradling 
Tcenton Kuhtz Phil Torrence 
Chris Legg Tyler White 
George Lendolt Jason Windeler 
The Arcadian Fraternity would also like to extend its thanks lo the College Community for 
putting up with both ours, and every other Greek organization's, pledging process. 
Special thanks to Chaplain Van Heest, our Alumni, Sue Frost, I.F.C., other 
members of the Greek community, Phelps, and all of Hope College. 
Our apologies to anyone we disturbed throughout all of pledging. 
J 
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WASHINGTON. D.C. 
In a move that shocked Washington insiders, Senate Majonty 
leader George Mitchell announced last Friday that he would 
retire from his seat after this year. Mitchell, a Democrat from 
Maine, is a politically young 60 and was considered to be a major 
political player for years to come. His resignation could be either 
a major blow or a potential boost to President Clinton's health 
care proposal. If Mitchell is able to maintain his power base and 
push for universal coverage then all is well for Clinton. How-
ever, if inter-party jockeying for his position diffuses Demo-
cratic solidarity, Clinton's entire agenda could be called into 
question. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Damage control continues at the White House over the 
Whitewater development scandal. Chief counsel Bemhard 
Nussbaum agreed to resign over the weekend, and the President's 
staff immediately began to search for a successor. The scandal, 
which is already being investigated by a special prosecutor, 
places both the President and the First Lady as potential targets 
of wrongdoing. Congressional hearings are the next likely step 
in the ongoing series of inquiries. 
NEW YORK 
All defendants charged with the bombing of the World Trade 
Center were convicted. The four men were members of an 
extremist muslim mosque and followers of Sheik Abdul-
Rahkman, a blind cleric who advocated violent resolutions to 
religious differences. The convicts will be sentenced this May, 
and face sentences of life without parole. An upcoming case 
charges those already convicted along with the Sheik and other 
followers of terrorism, which poses to be a much more difficult 
task for the prosecution. 
MIDDLE EAST 
The Israeli government continues to attempt to diffuse ten-
sions following last week's Hebron Mosque massacre. Over the 
course of last week the Israelis released approximately 1,000 
Palestinian prisoners, and continued calls for renewal of the 
peace talks. The government further voted to instruct the attor-
ney general to prosecute anyone who praises the attack, which 
kiUed over 150. However, a key PLO demand, that of Jewish 
Settler removal from occupied territories has not been met. 
Unofficial Student Congress Minutes 
March 3,1994 
Submitted by Secretary Kristin Douglass 
Presidential Remarks 
• Foster announced the dates for cabinet elections and asked for 
volunteers to serve as the election committee. Important dates are: 
March 14 petitions available 
April 4 petitions due at 5pm 
April 13 speeches given in Phelps 
April 15 elections 
Board. Committee and Organization Reports 
• Hui announced that Campus Life Board met and discussed 
Greek pledging and its effects on students. 
• Yantis reported that Academic Affairs Board agreed that IDs 
295, Encounter with the Cultures will be continued and reevaluated 
in the fall of 1995. There was also discussion on a memo sent 
concerning the graduation commencement ceremony and doing 
away with special recognition of honors in the bulletin. 
Traditional Constituency Reports 
• Pangle inquired about cleaning up the blood on the sidewalk 
between VanVleck and Durfee. 
• Douglass informed Congress that there was a man passing out 
condoms in Voorhees. 
• Ruckert reported that some people have asked for a phone to be 
installed on the Kletz level of DeWitt. 
• Yantis announced that the speakers of the jukebox were stolen. 
He questioned the safety of pool table area. 
New Business 
• Dean of Students, Richard Frost, attended the meeting and 
explained his view of "gang" activity in the vicinity of Hope 
College. He urged students to become active with the community by 
reporting suspicious activity and meeting your neighbors. 
Task Group Meeting and ReporK 
• Almli, of the Health Clinic task group, announced that they are 
still working on a condom survey. 
• Collins, of the Dow Center task group, reported that they possess 
old figures about the use of the weight room and will have to begin 
a new study. 
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'Sex Talk' explores male/ 
female communication 
by Mellissa Endsley 
arts & entertainment editor 
Hert) Goldberg, author of The 
New Male-Female Relationship, 
once said that "males and females 
are so different it is a wonder that 
they We able to communicate at 
all." This may be true, but at "Sex 
Talk: Female-Male Communica-
tion," a workshop sponsored by 
C.A.A.R.E that addressed com-
munication between the sexes 
some enlightening discoveries 
were discussed. 
With the help of Dr. Pat Pronto, 
former Hope professor and cur-
rently a clinical psychologist at 
Kalamazoo College, a large group 
of females with a few brave guys 
mixed in, examined some com-
mon problems in opposite sex com-
munication and tried to get at the 
solutions. 
Pronto began her lecture by dis-
cussing what she called "tradition-
ally socialized" men and women. 
According to Pronto, women are 
traditionally socialized to attach. 
They are focused on relatedness 
and are very likely to put the feel-
ings and needs of their partners 
before their own. In direct con-
trast, men are traditionally socialr 
ized to be independent. They are 
focused on their own personal 
needs and that leads them to em-
phasize separateness in a relation-
ship. 
In an attempt to test these ste-
reotypes students at the lecture 
were split up into groups and given 
mock questions in which they were 
to role play college students in 
various situations. The first ques-
tion involved a man "John" and a 
woman "Beth" who had been see-
ing a lot of each other and now, 
you guessed it, one of them wants 
to know what is up (i.e. are they 
going out or what?) 
The second question had to do 
with a relationship that had been 
going on for about three months 
and whether or not the two people 
were going to sleep together. The 
final question had to do with two 
people who met at a party and 
went home together in a situation 
where one person wanted to get 
physical and the other did not. A 
male and a female in each group 
had to take turns initiating the con-
versations concerning these top-
ics and then the other members in 
the group had to observe how the 
two role players interacted. 
Most of the stereotypes held 
true in one way or another. When 
speaking to a man, the women 
tended to acknowledge the mans 
feelings to a greater extent than 
they were to voice their own. The 
men in turn, were more likely to 
focus on their own needs and con-
cerns when discussing their rela-
tionships with the women. 
After the first run through the 
questions the groups ran through 
the theme again, the second time 
focusing on the tips that Ponto 
suggested for improved commu-
nication. This time the women 
were to focus on being more asser-
tive by stating their needs and 
wants more directly. They were 
also to focus on taking the initia-
tive to express themselves, make 
decisions and take more responsi-
bility for their decisions. The men 
were to focus on empathizing, lis-
tening carefully, expressing vul-
nerabilities and focusing on the 
process of communication. 
Communications the second 
time around were a little forced 
but, for the most part, people were 
making an effort to focus on 
improvment. 
The discussion concluded by 
reinforcementof tips for improved 
communication between the sexes. 
In a nut shell: things for men and women 
to focus on for improved communication 
1. be assertive 
2. state needs and wants more 
directly 
3. focus on taking initiative 
4. make m o r e decsions and 
then take responsibili ty for 
them 
Things for men to focus on: 
1. be empathet ic 
2. f o c u s on actual c o m m u n i — 
cat ion process 
3. l isten careful ly 
4. express vulnerabili t ies 
Things for women to focus on: 
T r i a l 
Continued from page 6 
jurors were polled. One juror felt 
the defendant not guilty and another 
was still unsure. The judge then said 
that in a real trial the jury would still 
be deliberating to come up with a 
unanimous verdict. Joe Clemons 
('94), a juror, agreed and expressed 
that it was really difficult to make a 
decision on the case due to time 
constraints and not enough evidence. 
Man vof those in attendance were 
impressed with the realism repre-
sented during the trial. Student 
Michelle Trosky (495) said, "It 's 
^different than I thought it would be. 
(The trial is) really realistic; (the 
victim) actually got emotional up 
there." 
According to coordinator Rich 
Kamasinski, People v. Stevens 
raised $220 which will go to the 
Center for Women in Transition and 
Help Line. • 
Exhibit breaks the silence of child abuse 
by Heather Mumby 
editor-in-chief 
As long as there is silence, child 
sexual abuse will continue, said art-
ist Katheryn Trensha w Wed., March 
2 during this year's Meyer Lecture. 
The Meyer Lecture-is an endowed 
lectureship established in 1985 by 
Pamela White Hadas in honor of her 
grandmother. Eve Leenhouts Pegrim 
Meyer (* 17). The endowment is used 
to bring a distinguished female art-
ist or scholar of the arts to campus 
during Women's Week to present 
her work. 
Trenshaw's exhibit, entitled 
"Breaking the Silence," is a collec-
tion of masks, paintings and sculp-
tures which explore the gamut of 
emotions one experiences as a sur-
vivor of child sexual abuse. Accord-
ing to Trenshaw, the silence not 
only refers to the survivors who 
don't tell anyone about their abuse, 
but also to a society that doesn't like 
lo talk about it. 
"I feel that art, in its rawest and 
purest form, is highly personal," she 
says in the Lecture program. "I 
struggle to share through my pieces 
my feelings about the world around 
me, particularly, violence against 
women, loss of ritual, self-empow-
erment, and inner strength." 
Trenshaw herself is a survivor of 
child sexual abuse and began this 
work in 1990 as a form of therapy. 
Since then, with the help of various 
grants, she has toured all over the 
U.S. and Europe, sharing her work 
with others and encouraging them 
lo explore their own experiences 
through art. 
"If I'm going to go through all in much ofTrenshaw's work, that of 
this work, this rollercoaster ride of the moon as a source of renewal, 
emotions, I want other people to go The moon represents a cyclical pro-
with me," she said. cess of birth and rebirth which she 
Throughout her presentation, she feels symbolizes the constant heal-
showed slides of her work, which ing process abuse survivors go 
both moved and disturbed audience through. 
members. . The final pieceTrenshaw showed 
One mask, entitled "Reality?," was the title piece. "Breaking the 
showed a face whose happy smiling Silence." This mask was of a person 
mask has been taken 
away to reveal a fiery 
red and screaming im-
age of rage, showing 
how things aren't al-
ways as pleasant as 
they might seem. 
ThepieceTrenshaw 
said usually draws the 
most attention from 
viewers is a piece 
called "What Am I 
Good For?" This is an-
other mask, only the 
face is not visible, be-
cause it is wrapped en-
tirely in gauze, much like a mummy, 
except for the mouth. She says that 
she usually gets very strong reac-
tions to it because it addresses oral 
rape, something many people are 
not comfortable hearing about. 
Not all of the pieces were about 
pain and suffering. Many dealt with 
the healing process of survivors and 
how they have to become comfort-
able with themselves again. 
In her painting "Moon Woman," 
Trenshaw shows a blue woman, sit-
ting naked in the moonlight. She's 
not a "beautiful" woman, but she's 
comfortable in her own skin, with 
her own sexuality again. 
This piece uses a recurring theme 
"If I'm going to 
go trough all 
this work, this 
rollercoaster 
ride of emotions, 
I want other 
people to go 
with me." 
—Katheryn 
Trenshaw 
whose mouth had 
previously been 
wired shut , si-
lenced. Now, the 
face is screaming, 
ripping the wires 
out in a moment of 
power. She said that 
it shows that break-
ing the silence is not 
an easy or painless 
process. 
Some of her 
pieces are designed 
specifically to get 
audience members 
involved. Two wooden benches 
were designed with holders for carv-
ing tools. Audience members can 
sit on them and look at her artwork, 
or they can carve their own mes-
sages into the wood. She told the 
story of one woman who came to 
one of her shows and turned one of 
the heavy benches upside down, 
scrawling into the underside the 
message, "I am still silent." 
Despite using a medium which is 
audibly silent, Trenshaw's works 
strive to say what no words could 
adequately express. "Silence isn't 
only about words," Trenshaw said. 
"1 think that this work is very loud." 
sponsored by 
Hope's AIM 
'live entertainment by Folk Lizards from 9-10 p.m. 
M O C K - T A I L S - P A P T Y ! 
in the Kletz 
lues., March 15 
from 8-11 p.m. 
O K E 
Most people join Greek organizations 
for different reasons. 
Yet, we're not like most people. 
We've been this way for 160 years. 
And our members join for one very simple reason — 
BROTHERHOOD. 
Congratulations to the Tew and Chosen." 
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Kevin J. Lewis 
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John Mark Gudersluys 
Lee A. Postumus 
Erich J. VanRavenswaay 
Tyler A. VonLonkhuyzen 
Hans J. Weinburger 
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Editorial 
Finally, some action! 
For years, people have been complaining about the 
apathy on Hope's campus. Even The Anchor has, on 
occasion, alluded to the lack of action taken by students 
when it comes to events which concern them. 
It just seemed that nobody was willing to take a stand 
and actually do anything to make changes. Sure, they were 
more than willing to complain about things they disagreed 
with, but when it came to action ... "Everyone" just 
assumed that it was "Somebody Else's" responsibility to 
take care of it. 
Until now. 
Finally, one student decided to take it upon himself to 
act on something he saw as an injustice. Okay, maybe not 
an injustice, but at least an absurdity. 
It all began when the student read a column in The 
Anchor. The columnist stated that handing out free 
condoms was a bad thing and then proceeded to list a 
number of reasons why he felt this way. David Misner read 
this and became quite upset, upset enough to go out and 
buy a couple of cases of condoms and hand them out 
around campus! 
Here is a perfect example of someone standing up and 
taking action for something they think is really important. 
It doesn't matter what he was acting on. The fact is that, 
instead of waiting for somebody else to do something, he 
just went right out and did it. 
We all have very personal opinions about the things 
which go on around us. We also have within all of us the 
potential for action. Therefore, theoretically, all of us 
could act on those things which we feel should, or even 
need, to be changed. • 
Now, not everything is going to be solved as easily, or 
as inexpensively, as Misner's condom crusade. It 's going 
to take a lot of hard work and determination, not to 
mention creativity and leadership, to make a difference. 
But, chances are that if you start to make some noise, 
you will find that there are others who feel the same way 
and will assist you. They've just been waiting around for 
someone like you (read "Someone Else") to get things 
started. 
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Letters to the editor 
Mock trial defendent writes about his experience 
Dear Readers: 
And the verdict please: NOT 
GUILTY AS CHARGED. 
After hearing those words do I 
smile or frown? Sitting here tonight 
in my room after playing the role of 
Nick Stevens and knowing "Nick 
Won" I wonder, was justice served? 
Did our judicial system do its job? 
And what did the trial accomplish if 
we frightened potential survivors 
from coming forward and prosecut-
ing their assailants? 
According to Nick Stevens' sce-
nario he was telling the truth. Ac-
cording to the state's scenario the 
survivor was telling the truth. So, 
who was right? But that question 
didn't seem to be the principal issue. 
I am writing these words out of 
frustration, fear, anger, and baffle-
ment of our world and the pain people 
experience in it. I can't help but 
place this trial in a personal context. 
What if it was my wife, sister or 
mom who finally had the courage to 
come forward and prosecute their 
assailant? There would be no ques-
tion that she was telling the truth. 
But that wouldn't be enough to put 
her perpetrator behind bars. We 
would have to prove that she wasn't 
a drunk, didn't sleep around, wasn't 
asking for it, all of which are irrel-
evant to the fact that she was raped, 
but of which clearly play a major 
role in coming to a verdict. I do 
appreciate the fact that our judicial 
system is designed to keep the 
wrongly accused out of jail, but I am 
angry that in doing so we have to go 
through this circus-like affair called 
a trial. 
What makes me even more irate 
is that rape and violence occur ev-
eryday and that we go home from 
something like this or from watch-
ing the news and chalk it up as "just 
another crime and victim that we 
have no control over." Or maybe we 
think to ourselves that 4God' will 
somehow intervene, hoping that she 
saves us from this violent web we've 
weaved. But these excuses seem to 
lull most of us into inaction. It seems 
logical to distant ourselves from the 
violence. I mean, who wants to deal 
with it? Who wants to go home from 
a hard day at work and turn on the 
news or pick up a paper and read 
about personal accounts where lives 
and dreams have been ripped apart 
by violence? No one in their right 
mind. So instead we flip on the news 
and listen to statistics numbers and 
more accounts which are distant and 
removed from personal experience. 
What can we do to stop the vio-
lence? 
Nicholas B. Drzal ( i94) 
Notes from Conqress 
Condom Issue: 
It is my duty to inform and clarify 
for the student body in regards to the 
statements made by Mr. Feler Bose 
of the Anchor Staff that appeared in 
his column last week. Reading the 
column in its general and vague 
form it appears as if the Student 
Congress Health Clinic Task Group 
is somehow distributing condoms 
for the Health Clinic. Such is not the 
case, and in reality the Health Clinic 
Task Group is in the middle of re-
search to: 1. Document the student 
body's desire to have condoms dis-
tributed in the Health Clinic. 2. To 
find ways if possible that the distri-
bution would not have to come out 
of the constituency's pocket. And 
lastly, if you the constituency de-
sired such a service, the Task Group 
would present either a resolution or 
proposal to be passed in front of 
Congress that would allow such a 
service. . 
Secondly it is my duty to support 
the 27 members of Student Con-
gress. Reading the column last week, 
one would be lead to believe that all 
of Congress supported this endeavor. 
As with simple to significant con-
cerns, Congress rarely comes to a 
consensus on issues and their is 
dissention on the issue, with even 
the Executive Cabinet members 
opposing such distribution. 
Although the Cabinet opposes 
this (there is even different reason-
ing involved with our opposition), it 
is not our duty to deter the members 
of Congress who are only exerting 
their elected duty to act upon any 
and all concerns of the student body 
of Hope College. 
Prank in Phelps: 
In a precedent of bad taste, 5-10 
mice were let loose in Phelps Caf-
eteria on March 8,1994 during din-
ner time. Since I was told to act 
upon this matter in some way, I 
came to the conclusion that it deems 
appropiate for me to personally de-
nounce such displays of immaturity 
on behalf of the student body and 
, Student Congress. It appears to be 
something that should be taken in 
light, but as a number of my peers 
remarked, itjust was not funny. The 
seriousness comes in the form of the 
negative perceptions cast on Phelps 
Food Service to which some stu-
dents in error attributed the act to. 
Food Service was not responsible 
for the mice being present in our 
cafeteria, rather it was the "humor-
ous" acts of an individual or a group. 
Whatever the case, it was an 
inconvience, an insult to Food Ser-
vice and a blantant exercise in stu-
pidity. 
Attention to Student Body: 
I would still like to take another 
opportunity in this section and re-
mind everyone of the Student 
Speaker Sereis taking place on Sat-
urday, March 12at7p.m.inDimnent 
Chapel. This year's guest is Dr. 
Bertice Berry, a sociologist/come-
dian who in addition has a self-
named talk show. Please attend her 
exciting address to the student body 
and her comedy show taking place 
in Dimnent Chapel. The cost for 
students is $2, faculty $5 and com-
munity $10. 
Eric K. Foster 
President of Student Congress 
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Group jazzes up restaurant 
by Sufjan Stevens 
staff reporter 
Would you like red sauce, white 
sauce, or the blues? These are all 
special options at 84 East, an Italian 
restaurant in downtown Holland. 
The blues aren't found on the 
menu, but in the front comer of the 
restaurant in the form of Hope's 
infamous Straight Blue, a jazz quin-
tet comprised of five Hope College 
students which focuses on the 
straight-ahead, modem jazz from 
the 1950'sand 1960's. 
The ensemble has recently signed 
up with 84 East and will be perform-
ing live on site at the restaurant on 
Monday nights from 7:30 to 10:30 
p.m. Straight Blue has become a 
favorite of the Hope community for 
the past three years and continues to 
offer solid entertainment through 
numerous gigs in the 
Holland area. 
The band began 
three years ago with the 
management of percus-
sionist David Evenhuis 
('95). It was originally 
called New Wave Dave 
and the Napalm Pump-
kins, but that title 
quickly lost its effec-
tiveness and simply be-
came the Dave 
Evenhuis Quintet. Af-
ter another change as the Hope Col-
lege Jazz ensemble, it evolved into a 
distinctive organism known as 
Straight Blue, a term derived from 
two popular jazz tunes, "Straight 
No-Chaser" and "All Blues." 
The band meets twice a week in 
long, strenuous rehearsals in order 
to maintain its dynamic quality and 
successfully popular sound. "We 
decide on selections for performance 
by trying many different tunes," said 
Kolin Redman ('96), trombonist, 
"and we have a big book to choose 
songs from. If something feels right, 
we try it." This dramatic spontane-
ity gives the group its tasteful sound 
and laid-back suave. 
The group's concerts at 84 East 
have heightened their performance 
level. "You learn so much more in a 
"We're not 
really out to 
record or 
anything. Our 
goal is to keep 
learning" 
—Kolin 
Redman # 
Redman. "I like the musical interac-
tion between the performers—the 
spontaneity of the moment." 
During their concert, you can 
catch many jazzy Mark tunes and 
favorites by Miles Davis. Popular 
selections also include 4Take the A-
Train," "Cheers," popular Latin 
tunes, and the 1970's in-your-face, 
funk style "Mr. Clean," a piece that 
features hard bass movement, wah-
wah guitar, and screaming trumpet 
underscored by a bellowing trom-
bone. This persisting energy found 
in such selections has become a dis-
tinction for the group. "We get on a 
note that just doesn't sound right," 
said Redman, "and we create great 
cluster tones that make everyone 
cringe." This, he agrees, is a popular 
technique for ending a piece while 
giving it greatest potential. 
The group has also worked with 
several talented vocal-
ists and with Opus to 
produce combined 
performances which 
have become a main-
stay with students and 
faculty alike. Along 
with its informal con-
certs, the combo has 
been awarded posi-
tions to perform in the 
col lege ' s annual 
Showcase Concert at 
DeVos Hall, which 
features Hope's top performers. The 
group consists of Erin Van Houzen 
('94) on the trumpet/Flugel Horn, 
Redman on trombone, Glen Van 
Der Werf playing guitar, Brian Roth 
('94)onbass,andEvenhuison drums 
and as "general negotiator." 
The group's future, at present, 
appears quite open. "We're not re-
ally out to record or anything," said 
Redman. "Our main goal is to keep 
learning." This goal designates their 
extensively tight and exciting sound 
with first-rate improvisation that is 
sensitive to the delicate nature of the 
most intimate ballad. 
By turning their attention to the 
masters of the jazz tradition. Straight 
Blue continues to tap the roots of a 
rich musical heritage and establish a 
solid foundation from which to set 
Deprivation of shut-eye; a 
serious problem for students 
by Amy Seibert 
features editor 
Lack of sleep can really make 
our creative juices run dry. Perhaps 
that's why, at 1 a.m., I can't for the 
life of me think of an effective lead 
for this story. 
One shortened night of sleep can 
make your mental concentration, 
flexibility, and creativity suffer. Two 
nights of staying up too late and rote 
functioning is affected. A whole 
week of studying for midterms and 
you're seriously impaired. 
Scientists are increasingly say-
ing that forgoing rest is foolish and 
dangerous, according to Time maga-
zine. Evidence is building up that 
indicates sleep deprivation is one of 
the most pervasive health problems 
in the United States. 
Studies show that mental alert-
ness and performance can suffer 
when you don't get enough sleep; 
you can't think, you can't make 
good judgments, and you can' t main-
tain long attention spans. 
Recent evidence indicates that 
drowsiness is a leading cause of 
traffic deaths and work-related ac-
cidents. The U.S. Department of 
Transportation says that up to 200 
thousand traffic accidents a year may 
be sleep related; 20 percent of all 
drivers have fallen asleep at the 
wheel at least once. 
Combining drowsiness with a 
beer or two could add up to serious 
danger. Research has shown that it 
lakes substantially less alcohol to 
make a person drunk when he or she 
is tired. 
When people get enough rest they 
can remain awake, even on the long-
est stretch of highway, during the 
most boring philosophy lecture, or 
through the most tedious Ancient 
Civ assignment. If you can't cut it, 
your body's telling you something. 
A telltale sign that you're run-
ning yourself ragged is irritability. 
Your temper flares far worse when 
you've been up all night working on 
a research paper. If you fall asleep 
within five minutes after you hit 
your pillow, you have also fallen 
prey to sleep deprivation. It's nor-
mal to drift off after ten or 15 min-
utes. 
Snoozing restores the body' s sys-
tems, and if we don't engage in 
some serious down time, we'll re-
ally be feeling the effects after a 
while. The typical adult requires 
eight hours of sleep, and teenagers 
tend to need even more—sometimes 
ten hours at a stretch. According to 
a report by the National Commis-
sion on Sleep Disorders Research, 
at least 50 percent of adults between 
the ages of 18 and 34 fail to gel 
enough shut-eye to remain alert, 
energetic and motivated. 
On weekdays, Brian Capps ('96) 
usually gets about 6 hours of sleep a 
night. On weekends he normally 
goes to bed around 2:30 a.m. and 
stays there until lunchtime. Like 
many of us who virtually hibernate 
at the end of the week, he's trying to 
compensate for lost sleep, but this 
only makes up for a small portion of 
the gap. Some researchers believe 
that over months and years the sleep 
deficit builds up and the effects ac-
cumulate. 
Some people try and counter the 
effects of sleep deprivation with cer-
tain drugs. Stimulants, like caffeine, 
wake people up and give them tem-
porary energy. Then they take alco-
hol or sleeping pills to fall asleep, 
and they need another dose of stimu-
lants to wake themselves up again. 
This creates a vicious cycle and us-
ers may become dependent. 
For this reason, doctors say that 
in most cases sleeping pills shouldn 't 
be taken for more than two or three 
weeks. They can lose their effec-
tiveness over time, and it could re-
quire higher and higher dosages to 
achieve a result. 
Instead of relying on potentially 
harmful or ineffective methods, try 
to figure out your sleep require-
ments and cater to them as much as 
possible. How much sleep you need 
is largely individual; it could be as 
few as five hours a night or as many 
as nine or ten. 
A good gauge of your true sleep 
need is the amount of time you sleep 
five days into a vacation, says Glam-
our magazine. The number of hours 
you sleep when you're well rested is 
a good indication of how much 
snooze time you should be getting 
nightly. 
Take a nap whenever you can. If 
you can't fit naps into your busy 
schedule, try going to bed half an 
hour earlier. It's possible, to some 
extent, to catch up on sleep. Sleep 
adds up, notes Neal Kavey, M.D.,of 
the sleep lab at Columbia Presbyte-
rian Medical Cenler in New York 
City. After 2 weeks of nodding off a 
half hour early, you'll have made up 
for an extra night's sleep—seven 
hours worth. 
gig than you do practicing," admits forth. 
Congratulations 
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Living Cheap in Holland 
Kites aren't just for kids anymore 
by Richard Blair 
operations manager 
(editor's note: Thanks to Mike 
Camburn for the information he 
provided for this article.) 
If anything can be said about 
March in Michigan, it can be said 
that it's windy. When spring is 
just around the comer and the 
winds are blowing the last rem-
nants of snow into a mere memory, 
there is a fun activity you can do 
cheaply or expensively— kite fly-
ing. 
Oh, roll your eyes and put it off 
as childish. But, some of the best 
childhood activities are the cheap-
est. It is a small matter to go to the 
local store and pick up a kite and 
string for under five dollars. 
Mei je r ' s , K-mart , and even 
Cobblestone Hobby will soon be 
selling kites. 
The advantage of such an ac-
tivity is its ease. Delta kites are the 
easiest to control and fly. Plastic 
versions can be easily obtained. 
Diamond kites are a little harder to 
fly—they need tails and more 
wind. 
Plastic delta kites can be had 
for as low as two dollars. String is 
also easy to obtain. 
With kite in hand, all that is 
needed is a place to fly it. Hope's 
campus offers many hazards for 
the would-be kite flyer. The trees 
which make the campus pictur-
esque serve as obstacles to flying 
a kite. Fortunately, there are a few 
solutions. 
Believe it or not, there are some 
open areas on campus. One area is 
VanAndel plaza (the open area in 
front of VanZoeren). A delta kite 
can be flown there if the flyer uses a 
little care. Watch out for the trees in 
front of the library, though. 
For a little more money, it's easy 
enough to upgrade to a kite with 
more quality. Ripstop nylon is used 
in the construction of the better grade 
of kites. A good nylon delta kite can 
be obtained for around $20. Such 
kites are easy to fly. In fact, flying 
them is so simple that one can be 
tied down and flown unattended. Of 
course, this takes a lot of the fun out 
of flying a kite. 
The next step up from a nylon 
delta kite is a two-string stunt kite. 
But be forewarned; these kites are 
neither cheap nor easy to use— an 
entry-level kite costs about $50 while 
a more advanced one costs around 
$200. They do, however, provide 
many hours of entertainment once 
mastered. It can take about 20 hours 
to gain enough proficiency not to 
crash these kites and then another 20 
hours to get fancy (such as doing 
square loops). 
One problem associated with 
nylon kites is the fact that you really 
don't want to crash them into trees. 
An easy solution to this problem is 
to fly the kite at the beach. Fortu-
nately, Holland State park has free 
admission until Memorial day. 
A bit hesitant about spending 
$20 on a kite? A nylon kite can 
last for many years if it's cared for 
properly. Thus, the initial invest-
ment seems worth it when you 
consider all the years of fun you'll 
have. 
It's easy to buy plastic kites at 
local stores and Cobblestone 
Hobby carries some nylon kites. 
The Mackinaw Kite Company in 
Grand Haven provides an even 
larger selection of kites. A small 
investment can lead to many hours 
of fun. 
Of course, the cheapest way to 
obtain a kite is to make one. The 
simplest kite to make is a diamond 
kite. But, the easy to fly delta kite 
is a little more difficult to con-
struct. The frugal student will 
probably not use ripstop nylon. If 
you're resourceful, you can build 
your own kite with paper (like this 
newspaper) or garbage bags, dow-
els, tape, and some string. How-
ever, the time and effort may not 
be worth it when a kite can be 
bought so cheaply and easily. 
Whether the kite is bought or 
built, the would-be kite flyer is 
participating in a wonderful pas-
time which started with the an-
cient Chinese. Whatever you go 
with—a small plastic kite or a 
homemade kite large enough to 
carry you over Hope's campus 
(like the ones used for surveil-
lance in the Civil War)—all that 
matters is that you have fun. 
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A&E Dance fever hits Hope 
A myriad of dance styles will be 
featured in Dance 20 Thursday 
through Saturday March 10-12. The 
show will feature six pieces choreo-
graphed by the faculty of the depart-
ment of dance and performed by 
Hope students. The concert will also 
feature presentations by three former 
Hope dance students, in commemo-
ration of the annual event's 20th 
year. 
Linda Graham-Fallon, associate 
professor of dance and artistic di-
rector and primary choreographer 
of the award winning Aerial Dance 
Company, a professional company 
affiliated with Hope which includes 
faculty students and alumni, cho-
reographed two numbers, 
"Moonswing" and "Vilas." 
"Moonswing" is a jazzy ballroom 
piece that according lo Graham-
Fallon, "will take people back to the 
lime of tails and ballrooms as well 
as lo the romance thai thrived in that 
era." There are 12 dancers in the 
piece. "Vilas" is a ballet piece wilh 
Scandinavian influence. The lille 
translates into wood or water sprites. 
Maxine DeBruyn, professor of 
dance and chairperson of the depait-
ment» choreographed "Atmo-
sphere" with the help of former Hope 
student Willy Crowley. A modem 
dance piece, "Atmo-sphere" features 
three dancers moving giant spheres. 
Julio Enrique Rivera of New York 
City, visiting professor of dance, 
choreographed "Lluvia," which 
means rain in Spanish. An abstract 
indulging the themes of rain and 
other forces of nature, the piece fea-
tures seven dancers. Rivera is the 
founder, artistic director and pri-
mary choreographer of Contempo-
rary Motions Dance Company, 
which is Hope's resident profes-
sional company. 
Dawn Mcllhargey, visiting in-
structor of dance, choreographed 
"Remember Me," which will con-
lain music from a live, improvisa-
tional jazz band. Mcllhargey is a 
jazz dancer who runs a professional 
company in Grand Rapids called 
Dance Work Concert Dancers. 
Thommie Reller, another visiting 
instructor of dance, choreographer 
"Jive 5," a contemporary lap piece 
See DANCE page 8 
Hope Orchestra takes stage 
by Mellissa Endsley 
arts & entertainment editor 
A concert given by the Hope 
College Orchestra will be the first 
large ensemble performance to uti-
lize the newly expanded stage in 
Dimnent Chapel. The concert will 
be performed Friday, 
March 11, al 8 p.m. 
The chapel 's stage 
was renovated during 
Christmas break. The 
work more than 
doubles the space pre-
viously available for 
the performance. 
"The students and 
1 are excited about the 
new performing area, 
which will allow us al long last lo 
have adequate space and a more 
acoustically-accommodating per-
forming venue," said the orchestra's 
conductor. Dr. Robert Rilsema, pro-
fessor of music and chairperson of 
the department. 
The concert will open wilh the 
"Overiure to Rienzi" by the German 
Opera composer Richard Wagner. 
The orchestra will next perform the 
MOVIE REVIEW 
"Romanian Rhapsody No. 2" by the 
Romanian composer, performer and 
teacher Georges Enesco. The "Ro-
manian Rhapsody No. 1" was re-
cently performed on campus by 
Hope faculty members Mihai 
Craiveanu and Joan Conway in an 
arrangement for violin and piano, 
giving Holland Audiences an op-
portunity to hear both 
of these seldom-per-
formed works in one 
year. 
The second half 
of the program will 
be devoted to the 
"Sixth Symphony" 
of Dmitri 
Shostakovich,a20lh 
century Russian composer. "Writ-
ten in a harmonic and rhythmic style 
which combines the last vestiges of 
romanticism with the more contem-
porary elements of our own century, 
the work is an emotionally charged 
and yet a tuneful piece," said 
Rilsema. 
Again the concert is Friday, 
March 11, al 8 p.m. in Dimnent 
Chapel. All are welcome and ad-
mission is free. 
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Double Tom Andrews makes for double laughs 
by Mellissa Endsley 
arts & entertainment editor 
"The bad news is Patricia was 
unable to make it," said OPUS edi-
tor Andrew DeGraves ('94) last 
Thursday night, "the good news is 
that we get to hear double Tom 
Andrews!" And good news it was to 
the large crowd that gathered to hear 
Andrews, a 1984 Hope graduate read 
works from his award winning 
books. 
Originally scheduled to read with 
Patricia Hampl, who was unable to 
make it due to a problem with the 
airlines, Andrews informed and en-
tertained a packed Maas Audito-
rium with a wide variety of unique 
poetry including everything from 
personal poems about his life and 
family to a series of hilarious one 
line poems entitled "Cinema Verite." 
Andrews prefaced his reading on 
a light note when he "emphatically 
denied striking Patricia Hampl's 
knee." He went on in his opening 
comments to express his gratitude 
to his former teacher Jack Ridl, pro-
fessor of English. When speaking 
about Ridl, he commented on Ridl' s 
poetic achievements when he said 
"Some poets have careers in poetry, 
others have lives in poetry." 
The first few poems that Andrews 
read were rich with images. One 
poem, "Praying with George 
Herbert," contained the interesting 
image of "sparrows clotting fences" 
while another, "At Burt Lake" cre-
ating an image of "light f a l l i ng -
it's hair caught in the eye of the 
lake." Andrews went on to read a 
poem that he wrote as a tribute to 
one of his favorite fellow authors, 
Paul Salon. 
With the next few poems, 
Andrews switched to the more hu-
morous topic of apologizing for 
things that you are really not sorry 
for. He started out by reading a 
famous poem by William Carlos 
Williams entitled, 'This is just to 
say" where the speaker is suppos-
edly apologizing for eating another 
person's plums but then only goes 
on to describe just how wonderful 
they tasted. He then read a series of 
hilarious parodies of this poem writ-
ten by Kenneth Coch. 
This set a nice path for another 
set of humorous poems, written by 
Andrews himself. These were all 
one line poems in a category called 
"Cinema V e r i t e o r what Andrews 
explained as six one line film scripts. 
In these pieces Andrews read first 
the title or type of film that his one 
line script was written for, and then 
the script. For example the first one 
went like this: "Film Noi r— 
everybody's asleep except for Rob-
ert Mitchell." These poems brought 
See ANDREWS page 8 
Shaq's debut in Blue Chips not worth a lousy red cent 
by Brian Calandra 
movie reviewer 
. Well, when you go to the mov-
ies, you usually expect to get your 
money's worth. Nothing is more 
aggravating than feeling ripped off, 
especially when you hoped to see 
a good film. However, William 
Friedkin's Blue Chips, is exactly 
that — a rip-off. 
Nick Nolte (48 hours. The 
Prince of Tides) stars as Pete Bell, 
a wildly successful college bas-
ketball coach modeled more than a 
little bit after Bobby Knight. De-
spite his past success, Nolte finds 
his team, the "Western University 
Dolphins," mired in mediocrity. 
To try and beef them up quickly, 
Nolte aggressively pursues two top 
high school prospects , and 
stumbles onto a third. When the 
players start to lean towards 
schools that offer under the table 
payments and gifts, Nolte finds 
himself forced to decide between 
the morals he has always upheld or 
the winning desire that haunts his 
personality. 
This is sifhply not enough plot 
for a feature length film. One sits 
calmly waiting for something to 
happen, and then the credits roll and 
you realize that absolutely nothing 
remotely interesting occurred. 
Basketball fans might enjoy the 
game sequences, even though they 
are shot with a camera style that 
makes you reach for Dramamine, 
because the producers went out and 
recruited an all-star cast of profes-
sional and college stars to make the 
scenes more authentic. One large 
quibble, however. In their race for 
accuracy, the producers cut no cor-
ners, except to make Bobby Hurley 
an Indiana Hoosier. Unforgivable. 
Nick Nolte is in almost every 
scene, and he is the only one who 
does any real acting. He performs 
admirably, and deserved a better 
script, director, and co-stars . 
Shaquille O'Neal is underwhelming 
in his acting debut, but somehow 1 
think he could not have done well no 
matter what he did. People simply 
sit there and think, "he's not an 
actor. He cannot be good." And to 
a certain extent they are right. 
O'Neal 's Orlando Magic team-
mate Penny Hardaway also signs 
on to play O'Neal's teammate here, 
and it makes one wonder whether 
the Magic would be doing a little 
better if they got their players out 
from the camera's eye and into 
team practices. 
William Friedkin (The Exor-
cist, Rampage) is way out of his 
element with this kind of film. He 
is more suited to the sex and vio-
lence horror film than the touch-
ing drama. Also, I kept waiting for 
Nolte to levitate or O'Neal 's head 
to spin around, but neither did (I 
wish it had, though, it would have 
been the only exciting part of the 
film). 
Blue Chips never should have 
seen a theatrical release. The pro-
ducers could have pulled off a 
passable TV movie or HBO 
afterschool special, but nothing 
about Blue Chips demands that 
one leave home to see basically 
nothing. 
Scott keys in to major musical eras 
by Sufjan Stevens 
staff reporter 
creating a duple-voiced melody that 
elegantly unfolded between transi-
tional episodes. Scott also greatly 
English music virtuoso Graham fluctuated the dynamics and used 
Scott displayed his mastery of the vigorous rhythms and continuous 
piano last Saturday, March 5, to a melodic-movement to heightened 
crowded Dimnent Chapel, continu- the impact of the piece. 
ing the Hope College Great Perfor- Scott's contemporary selection 
mance Series. was Peter Paul Nash's Rain, an 
His performance reviewed three atonal, dissident piece that portrays 
prominent musical eras—Baroque, the different kinds of rain. The five 
Romantic and 20th century—in movements contained in the piece 
which he chose dynamic selections use techniques such as complex 
of Bach, Chopin, Peter Nash and chords and poly-harmony that bring 
Rachmaninoff. Each piece, although greater tension to the music, creat-
representative, was a complete form ing sounds of drizzling rain, fierce 
that extended the capabilities of the showers or loud thunderstorms. Scott 
artist and the capacity of the instru- was both vigorous and meditative 
ment. during his performance. 
He began with Bach's "English Scott's concert came to a climax 
Suite No. 2 in A Minor, BWV 807", with a pe r fo rmance of 
which contains an expansive and Rachmaninoffs "Sonata in B-Flat 
melodic prelude; the German mod- Minor", Op. 36, a magnificent cre-
erate Allemande in duple meter; the ation of the Post-Romantic Russian 
French Courante; the stately, yet school. The Allegro agitato begins 
melancholy Sarabande; and between with rich chords accompanying a 
the Sarabande and lively English gliding melody which continually 
Gigue, two graceful Bouree dance- swells using chromatic develop-
tunes. Scott took great efforts in ments within constant thematic 
maintaining flawless precision in 
the contrapuntal expositions, often See SCOTT page 8 
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From the Cheap Seats 
Steve Shilling 
. Hit The Books 
"Reading is Fundamental." — Ad Campaign 
Sometimes, the sports world 
deals you a bad hand. 
Here it is, the middle of 
Championship Week, I'm 
having a great time, but when 
you get right down to it... 
Nothing is going on. 
Well, I can't sit here, just 
letting the sports world pass by. 
Maybe it's time to hit the 
books, and maybe you can too. 
A few ideas from the Cheap 
Seats bookshelf in case Spring 
Break isn't all sun and fun. 
Live Albom / / / ; Gone to the 
Dogs, by Mitch Albom, 1992 
Detroit Free Press Inc., 
$14.95. The third in his collec-
tion of published books of his 
sports columns. See Mitch at 
the Super Bowl, the Olympics, 
the Iditarod and behind the 
scenes of all your favorite 
Detroit sports teams. A great 
collection of both the serious 
and funny in the world of 
sports. Grade: A. 
The Boys of Summer by 
Roger Kahn, 1971 Harper 
and Row, New York, $12.00. 
A great story about the author's 
experiences following the 
Brooklyn Dodgers as a reporter 
in the 1950's as well as catching 
up wilh the players after their 
careers were over. Excellent 
first hand accounts about Jackie 
Robinson and racism and 
Brooklyn's battles wilh cross-
town rivals, the Yankees and 
Giants. Grade: A. 
Play Ball: The Life and 
Troubled Times of Major 
League Baseball, by John 
Feinstein, 1993 Villard Books, 
New York, $23. Follow the 
1992 baseball season from 
Spring Training to the World 
Series. Get behind baseball's 
pennant races, the chasing of 
3,000 hits by George Brett and 
Robin Yount and in the 
clubhouse with the Pittsburgh 
Pirates after the Atlanta Braves' 
stunning victory in the NLCS. 
Grade: A-. 
Eric Lindros: Fire on Ice. 
with Randy Starkman, 1992 
Harper Paperbacks, New 
York, $5.50. Find out what it's 
really like to be one of the most 
coveted hockey superstars. 
Follow Eric from his first skate, 
to the Olympic Team, all the 
way to his trade from the 
Quebec Nordiques to Philadel-
phia. Also see what other NHL 
superstars are saying about 
"The Next One." Grade: A-. 
Fab Five: Basketball, Trash 
Talk and the American Dream, 
by Mitch Albom, 1993 
Warner Books, New York. 
$21.95. Wow! Chris Webber, 
Jalen Rose, Juwon Howard, 
Jimmy King and Ray Jackson. 
Get into the recruitment of 'The 
Greatest Class Ever Recruited," 
their first practice, first game, 
the NCAA Tournament, why 
they haled Duke most, the 
timeout, the black socks, the 
baggy shorts and the trash talk! 
Oh, the ttash talk! Grade: A+. 
Now, we're not talking 
about a four page article wilh 
pictures in Sports Illustrated 
here. These are real books, with 
real covers, and while some of 
them do have some great 
pictures, with a little time, 
they're a lot of good reading. 
However, for those with a 
budget and very little time, 
Sports Illustrated is still 
available at your local news-
standr 
At a bargain price. 
All MIAA Teams 1993-1994 
Basketball 
Women's 
First Team 
Kristen Carlson, Hope 
Nlcki Mannes, Hope 
Honorable Mention 
Shelly Kuyers, Hope 
Men's 
First Team 
Duane Bosma, Hope 
Honorable Mention 
Brad Duistermars, Hope 
Swimming 
Most Valuable Swimmer- Dawn Hoving, Hope 
Most Valuable Swimmer- Kirk Assink, Hope 
Women's 
First Team 
Sarah DeWitt 
Dana Horner 
Dawn Hoving 
Kristen Hoving 
Megan Hunter 
Teresa Kirkland 
Sara Looman 
Susan Looman 
Denice Masselink 
Melissa Thiel 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Men's 
First Team 
Kirk Assink 
Brad Genson 
Steve Hope 
Dan Knapp 
Jack Methric 
Keith Nykamp 
' P 
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TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME; the baseball team heads out to Panama City 
over spring break to gear up for a promising season 
Baseball swings into season 
by Mark Max son 
staff reporter 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
With the arrival of warmer 
weather and Spring Break around 
the comer, students begin focus-
ing on outdoor activities and mak-
ing plans for a getaway. But for 
the 25 man roster on the Hope 
College baseball team, plans have 
already made for the team to go to 
work. 
For the Hope baseball team. 
Spring Break signals the begin-
ning of a new baseball season. 
For first-year head coach, Stu 
Fritz, this Spring Break will start 
a season in which his Dutchmen 
hope to recapture the MIAA base-
ball title after a disappointing 5-
II campaign last season and 
qualify for the NCAA Division 
III baseball championships. 
"Our initial goal is the league 
championship," said Fritz. 
With good reason, the Dutch-
men feel that they can improve on 
last year's last place MIAA fin-
ish. They have experience, speed, 
a sound defense, strong hitting, 
and a deep pitching staff. 
"I'm impressed with the talent 
and speed that this team has," said 
Fritz. "I expect more from our 
experience." 
Eighteen letterwinners return 
from last year's squad that had 
the most successful spring trip in 
school history with an 8-5 record. 
This year's team is led by senior 
co-captains Rob Woodrow (494) 
and Brent Molnar {494). Also 
among Hope's returners will be 
eight starters who have at one 
time attained all-MIAA status, in-
cluding six players who received 
such honors last season. 
'This is a driven team. They want 
to succeed and do well," said Fritz. 
"Coach Fritz brings excitement 
and energy and he relates to the 
players well. He'swell knowledge-
able," said Woodrow. 
Along the infield, three of the 
four infield positions will be occu-
pied by seniors. J.D. Osterhouse 
('94) earned conference honors in 
1993 at first base with a .333 batting 
average and a .990 fielding percent-
age. Tom Osbom C95), an all-MIAA 
player last year, hit a sound .365 in 
the conference season and swatted a 
team-high three home runs with 27 
RBI's. Osbom will move to the 
right side of the infield from third to 
second base where he will team up 
with two-time all-conference short-
stop Molnar for a tough double-play 
combination. Molnar also led the 
team in steals last season, swiping 
10 bases in 12 attempts. Anchored 
at third base is Dave McWhinnie 
(494) who earned all-conference at 
third base as a freshman. 
The outfield will also be well 
experienced. All-MIAA players 
Mark Kuiper (495) and Chris Backus 
(494) return. Kuiper led the team in 
hitting with a superb .424 average 
and stole six bases. Backus was sec-
ond on the team with 22 RBI's. 
They will be accompanied in the 
outfield by the platooning of Chad 
Casserly (496) and Malachi Gallegos 
(495) in center. 
The catching duties will fall upon 
the shoulders of Woodrow and Ken 
Osbom (496). Woodrow hit .290 
last season and knocked in 19 runs. 
Adding some more pop to the 
batting order will be all-conference 
designated hitter Pete Suminski 
(495). Suminski batted .323 overall 
last season and had 10 RBI's. 
"One through nine, I don't think 
we '11 have a weak spot in our lineup, 
no matter who plays," said 
Woodrow. 
A big indicator of success for the 
upcoming season will be the pitch-
ing. Fortunately, the Dutchmen have 
a lot of depth as 12 of the 25 players 
on the roster can pitch if the situa-
tion arises. 
"So much relies on pitching," 
said Fritz. 
All-conference pitcher Steve 
Schewe (495) will lead the four-man 
rotation. Last season, Schewe led 
the team with five wins including 
four complete games as well as a no-
hit gem against Olivet. 
Hope will be tested early. The 
team's first game on March 18 will 
be against a tough Jacksonville State 
team that finished in the Division II 
top 20 last year. Among the games 
included on this year's spring trip 
will be an MIAA contest with Calvin 
College. 
"Mentally, we should be ready," 
said Woodrow. "Calvin is a big 
game for us." 
With another good showing this 
year in Panama City and an MIAA 
championship, Hope stands a good 
chance to make the Division UI play-
offs. Fritz cites crucial intra-regional 
matchups with other northern col-
leges as the key to getting into the 
tournament. 
With the right combination, Hope 
could be explosive and find itself in 
the Division III toumament. 
"The amount of talent we have is 
scary. We just have to gel as a team," 
said Woodrow. 
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Condom — 
Continued from page 1 
involved in at Hope, I'll try to be 
involved " Misner said. 
Misner is aware that condoms 
are not the best answer to AIDS 
prevention, He strongly supports 
abstinence as the most effective way 
to be safe, but he adds that those who 
do not take this course u...should not 
have to pay for an error in judgment 
with their lives." 
Misner does not think that free 
condoms at the Health Clinic will 
increase promiscuity, or even give 
the impression of advocating it. He 
says that in the long run, it may even 
lead to its decrease. When people 
UN 
are thinking about using condoms, 
inevitably they will think about why 
it is necessary, which could lead to 
lifestyle changes, Misnerexplained. 
"If people start thinking about 
it," he said. "They are going to con-
sider abstinence as an option. They 
are going to start modifying their 
behavior," said Misner. "I just hope 
that whatever people's arguments 
against passing out condoms, be they 
financial or moral, that they also 
keep in mind that it's important just 
in terms of saving lives," said 
Misner. "All it can do is help, and 
it's worth my money." 
Andrews— Dance 
Continued from page 1 
onference to the delegates who n p-
resented their country most accu-
rately. 
"The purpose for the students is 
to develop a better understanding of 
the UN, it 's strengths and weak-
nesses, and to give students skills 
that will enable them to analyze 
important issues," said Dr. Pilkyu 
Kim, assistant professor of political 
science and advisor to Model UN. 
"But one of the biggest challenges is 
to organize some 1000 people." 
For the directors of the sections, 
most of the duties incorporated in 
coordinating the conference include 
not only knowledge of political sci-
ence but business skills as well. 
c FIEDS 
Continued from page 6 
out great laughs from the audience. 
Andrews wrapped up his reading 
by sharing sections from his latest 
book. The Hemophiliac's Motor-
cycle. These poems were reminis-
cent of his childhood experiences 
which included being hospitalized 
for hemophilia, getting into a mo-
torcycle accident and a record that 
he set in the 1974 Guiness Book of 
World Records for clapping for 14 
hours and 31 minutes. 
The reading ran just over an hour 
and listeners left with smiles on their 
faces 
Continued from page 6 
featuring music from "Five Guys 
Named Moe." 
DeBryn and Graham-Fallon are 
co-coordinators of Dance 20. As-
sisting in Dance 20 are Perry Landes, 
technical director and sound; Keith 
Oberfeld, lighting designer and stage 
manager, and Jill Hamilton, cos-
tume designer with the help of 
Michelle Bombe and Carey 
VandePoel. 
Tickets are available at the 
DeWitt Cenler Ticket Office. 
—Hope College News 
Service 
Gang 
THE CUTTING EDGE 
TANNING 
Dr. Kems- 26 Bulb/ 2Facial 
5 Visits- 23.00 
10 Visits- 32.00 
15 Visits- 46.00 
Packages : 
1 Months unlimited $52.00 
2 Months unlimited $78.00 
•Students 1.00 off* 
Ask about our monthly packages! 
• 
Specializing In: 
^Hairstyles (contemporary/mdjtiontj) 
•Clipper Cuts 
•Perms 
•Coloring (foiling/highlighting) 
•Detail Design 
We take appointments 
and walkins. We're 
open 10 AM until 7FM 
375 Columbia Ave. 
(between 15th & 16th Street) 
T M f g n 
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Continued from page 1 
session, Hollis Pangle ( t96), repre-
sentative of Lichty/Van Vleck, ques-
tioned the vagueness of the memos 
sent by Frost to students after inci-
dents of violence, saying that they 
appeared to leave out vital informa-
tion involving the case. 
Frost responded by saying all 
memos may seem loosely con-
structed because the administration 
tries to protect the parties involved. 
In addition, some information may 
not be obtainable by the time the 
memo goes to press. 
Though violence on campus and 
in Central City surrounding the Hope 
College perimeter increased over 
the past few years due to gangs, 
students can take preventative mea-
sures to ensure their safely. Frost 
• ' " S P R I N G BREAK W * * 
C. ncun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida 
& Padre! 110% Lowest Price Guar-
antee ! Organize 15 friends and 
yourtripisFREE! TAKE A BREAK 
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-
7283. 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING -Earn up 
to $2,000+/ mo. on Cruise Ships or 
Land-Tour companies. World 
travel. Summer & Full-Time em-
ployment available. No. exp. neces-
sary. For info, call 1-206-634-0468 
ext. C5624 
PROMOTE our SPRINGBREAK 
packages with our posters and fly-
ers, or SIGNUP NOW for 
springbreak rooms. Daytona, 
Panama, Padre, Cancun, etc. SI29 
up. Call CMI 1-800-423-5264. 
Reliable Sales Person wanted full or 
part lime work. Call 395-9374, or 
stop by Calalina Spas in West Shore 
Mall for application information. 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT- fisheries. Many earn $2,000/ 
mo. in canneries or $3,000-$6,000+/ 
mo. on fishing vessels. Many em-
ployers provide room & board and 
transportation. No experience nec-
essary! For information call: 1-206-
545-4155 ext. A5624 
Scott 
Continued from page 6 
variations. The audience was dazed 
and mystified by the syncopated 
rhythms and the constant shifting of 
the key from major to minor, tech-
niques which continually drive the 
movement forward. The Non alle-
gro is less dramatic. In contrast, it 
opens with a tame, serene sound 
stylilized with impressionistic forms 
and chromatic underlying in the 
theme. The final Allegro molto uses 
complex chordal progessions and 
aggressive arpeggios to bring the 
piece lo a dramatic end. 
Scott's persisting energy carried 
his performance and lifted the audi-
ence out of their seats. His concert 
was remarkable because of his con-
stant intensity marked by violent 
thrusts of his head during high points 
or a timid crouching during im-
mensely quiet points. 
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NEEDED: Exploration Assistants. 
I need current Hope students to serve 
as Resident Assistantsduring a week 
long summer program designed for 
prospective Hope students. Need 
not be a Hope College RA. Please 
contact Jennifer Payette in the Ad-
missions office by April 15-x7850. 
BUMPKIN! SMOOKIE CAKES!: 
Love me. Love Me, Love me! Don't 
Leave me. Leave me. Leave me! —-
Your Eternal Love Slave, Pookieface 
BUMPKIN!: GUESS WHAT? 1 
don't CARE about what my mother 
says! I don't care about the five 
hundred rabbits! I WANT TO 
MARRY YOU!!! Will you marry 
me, my honeydew? —Pookieface 
POOKIEFACE!: Hi! It 's your 
Bumpy-wumpkin! I just wanted lo 
tell you, the rabbit means NOTH-
ING to me, only you.... you.... 
YOU!!! — Your Love Mongoose, 
Bumpkin. 
MARIO: Well,it'sbeenawhile. I've 
missed our weekly "meetings". 
Don't forget there are some very 
important ones coming up (April 
14, May 17, & June 3rd). —Love, 
Buttercup 
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ALL SHORTS 
ALL HATS 
BEACHTOWELS 
PLASTIC DRINKWARE 
START 
FRIDAY 
MARCH 11TH 
U 
0 
PAPERBACK 6-PACK 
ONLY 
$6 
C a l k n d a r o f e v f m s 
Arts & Entertainment 
SAC movie -
Fri.-Sun., Mar. 11-13, Three Musketeers, Fri. & Sal. 7 and 
9:30pin nightly. Sun. 6 p.m.. Winants Aud.. 
Knickcibocker Theatre -
Mar. 9 - 1 0 , Wittgenstein, 7 & 9:15 nightly. 
Mar. 12, 14, La Viede Bohome, 1:00 3:13 pm nightly. 
Campus Events 
Seminar -
Fri., Mar. 12, 3 p.m., Peale B50 
Fri. Mar. 12, 4 p.m., Peale B50 
Career Planning Workshops-
Wed. Career Fitness "Exercising Your Options", Sligh BIdg. 
Sexual Harassment Woricshop-
Wed., Mar. 9, "What can men do to stop Sexual Assult" 7 
p.m., Maas Conf.. 
Wed., Mar. 9, "Working Together", 9 p.m. 
Student Organizations 
FeUowship of Christian Students -
Mon., 7:30 p.m. in Dinment 12. 
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship -
Fri., 8:30 in Otte Rm., Phelps Hall. 
ACOA - (Adult Children of Alcoholics) 
Mon. contact Counciling Center call x7945. 
Environmental Issues Group -
TTui., 6 p.m. in Lubbers 107. 
Amnesty International -
Thur., 8 p.m. in Kletz. 
Student Congress -
Thu., 8 p.m. in Maas Conference rm. Public 
welcome. 
Nurses Christian Fellowship -
Fri., 8:30-9:45 a.m. in Georgetown United Methodist Church. 
Womens Issues Orginization -
Thm., 4:30 p..m., in WI Center, Chapel Basement. 
Habitat for Humanity-
Thu., 6:30 p.m., Dinment 10. 
Eating Disorders Support Group-
Tue., contact Counciling Center x7845. 
Spanish Club-
Wed., 7:30 p.m. in Graves 201. 
Sexual Assult Support Group-
Thu. Contact Counciling Center x7945. 
Inquiring Minds Discussion Group-
Fri., 4 p.m., Kletz. 
Call The Anchor (x7877) with additional times and dates of campus events 
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